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BREZZA | Fly Zefiro System | Anodized framed version | Glass and mirror finishes   



LINVISIBILE is the lead manufacturer of interior 
flush to wall doors 100% made in Italy, with 30 years 
of experience delivering to our clientele products 
and services of exclusive design and elevated quality.

Our business model is focused in offering a full 
service from support in the projecting phase to the 
installation on site; providing our customers all that’s 
necessary to create unique spaces, thanks to our wide 
experience in developing highly customized products 
of extraordinary design and materials.  

Due to LINVISIBILE’s international mindset and 
experience, we have been honored to take part of 
some of the most exclusive developments in diverse 
areas of the globe. In this document, we are proud 
to showcase one of these endeavors and show you 
a token of what we are able to deliver.

Project: Embracing light- Penthouse

Location: New York, USA

Interior Designer: Camilla Bellini

Schedule: 2022

Description A luxurious penthouse in New York interpreted with 
refinement by the sienese interior designer Camilla 
Bellini who was inspired by light. Three main materials 
used for the project: wood, marble and metal. The 
latter, in particular, represents the common thread that 
unites the most precious elements. It accompanies 
the shapes and dimensions of doors and furniture 
components, opening up to a dialogue in which each 
element refers each to other. Bellini has also played 
on the use of a geometric pattern to decorate  the 
different elements in the house.

Introduction

ORIZZONTE | Anodized framed mirror |  Led lighting



For this project, LINVISIBILE provided very personalized 
doors and systems in a wide range of finishes, also in 
continuity with the wall. LINVISIBILE offered also a 
complete service experience supporting our clients in the 
design phase, transportation and installation.

Finishes: 
- Marble: Infinito 10 Hinged door, Boiserie System and top table
- Glass and mirror: table , Zefiro and Maestrale Systems
- Fabric: Infinito 10 Vertical Pivot door and Boiserie System
- Laquering: Concealed Sliding System
- Linvisibile base aluminium anodized profile: Skirting System

Furnishing
specifications

ALBA - Infinito 10 and Curved Hinged Doors 

BREZZA - Infinito 10 and Linea Vertical Pivot Doors

MAREA - Concealed Sliding Door

ORIZZONTE - Skirting - Boiserie and  Maestrale Systems   

Furnishing elements

Products furnished:

BREZZA | Fly Zefiro System | Anodized framed version | Glass and mirror finishes   



BREZZA | Linea Vertical Pivot door | Glass finish | Flush recessed handle     ORIZZONTE | Table with ceramic top and base structure in mirror and glass finishes

Details



Details

BREZZA  | Infinito 10 Vertical Pivot door | Fabric finish in continuity with the wall    ORIZZONTE | Maestrale System | Mirror and glass finishes | Suspended console



ALBA | Infinito 10 Hinged door | Marble finish in continuity with the wall

Details



MAREA | Concealed Sliding door | Double leaves manual version | Glossy lacquering finish | Flush recessed handle           ORIZZONTE | Anodized framed mirror with geometric pattern 

Details



ALBA | Curved Hinged door | Wallpaper finish | Linvisibile’s anodized lever handle 

Details



The photographs are only referencialFor more information please contact marketing@linvisibile.it

ORIZZONTE 
Skirting System

Linvisibile has developed an exclusive 
Skirting System to best complete its offer 
of flush-to-wall elements. No element 
surmounts the wall which is then all 
perfectly flush.  A thin line embedded 
in the wall that hides a great technology. 
It’s a system that guarantees elegance, 
practicality and gives personality to the 
environment.
The system is made of an aluminium 
base profile to be anchored to the 
walls, including fittings for the door 
frames, and ready to accomodate 
standard finishes (glass, lacquering, 
metal, stone, wood, ceramic, etc.) or a 
specific Linvisibile® aluminium profile 
produced in anodized or lacquered finish.

ORIZZONTE
Maestrale System

Linvisibile introduces a new piece to 
its range of products oriented towards 
the world of furnishing. It is Maestrale, a 
system of side-by-side fixed leaves that is 
available in floor-to-ceiling or customized 
heights. It serves as partition, separator, 
light filter or barrier with a see-through 
effect to screen certain environments. 
It is also possible to accessorize it with a 
suspended console or shelves.
It has been designed to separate spaces 
without completely isolating them from 
each other.
This system is suitable for foyers, open 
spaces or any setting in which the space 
needs to be compartmentalized with 
useful furnishings and simultaneously 
achieve great visual impact.

ORIZZONTE
Furnishings

Table. Available in different sizes are 
composed of a top in wood, ceramic 
or glass finishes and a structure that 
acts as a base made  with the anodized 
aluminium profile of 50 mm thick, that can 
accommodate glass, ceramic, wood or be 
made of anodized perforated metal.
Mirror. Available in many sizes, the mirror 
is composedof an anodized aluminium 
profile of 50 mm thick, customizable 
in the wide Linvisibile colour palette, 
which contains a mirror available in silver 
(standard), bronze or grey effect. The
customer can choose to apply strip led 
behind the mirror.
Linvisibile gives the designer the possibility 
to design the spaces with a background 
continuity that becomes a real dialogue 
between the elements.

Displayed
product



Displayed
products
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BREZZA
Infinito 10 Vertical Pivot door

The Infinito 10 Vertical Pivot Door is the new flush-
to-wall pivot door by Linvisibile with 102 mm thick 
anodized or matt lacquered aluminium perimeter 
frame. Available with and without stop, this pivot 
system is composed of two hidden pivots (floor and 
ceiling) which allow the panel to rotate up to 360°.

This pivoting door can enhance any design 
project. The leaf rotates on its vertical axis with 
a wide, bright and charming opening that gives 
a strong personality to any interiors. Thanks to its 
sturdy perimeter frame, the panel can be ordered in any 
finish that has a thickness between 3 and 6 mm thick, up 
to 10 mm in the case of Heavy Coatings. It is a highly 
customisable product that allows applying different 
materials on each side and choosing the perimeter 
frame colour, either matt lacquered matching the panel 
surface or simply anodized in different colour variants.

BREZZA
Zefiro System

Linvisibile’s Zefiro system comprises vertical side-by-
side pivot leaves, which are light and easy to handle, 
and suitable to segregate settings that do not require 
absolute intimacy. The leaves rotate on a central pivot 
that allows a 360° rotation, are installed in-line and can 
be made in floor-to-ceiling or a predefined height. The 
leaves are also fitted with magnets that allow them to 
perfectly align with each other in the rest position.

Zefiro System is also available in the FLY version, 
which makes it possible to rotate the leaves as well as 
to slide each single leaf or the entire system. In sliding 
mode, the leaves can be close to one another and 
“pack” completely on the desired side, thus allowing 
unencumbered transit through the spaces. The Zefiro 
System thus becomes a real separator that divides 
spaces and brings them together again whenever 
desired.
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MAREA
Concealed Sliding Door

Linvisibile Concealed Sliding door is the first flush-
to-wall sliding door. An exclusive patented system
that offers an innovative and elegant solution to the
classic sliding doors. Available in motorized version 
with opening driven by a low-voltage motor or, in 
manual version, with flush fitting handle system.
It’s equipped with a high-preforming and
removable sliding guide that, through a system
of cams placed on guide rail with supporting
carriages, allows the panel to move up to the
full level of the wall in the closing phase, thus
remaining flush-to-wall, and slide inside of it
in the opening phase.
Both versions, manual and motorized, are
achievable with double leaves. 

ALBA
Infinito 10 Hinged Door

Infinito 10 Hinged Door is the flush-to-wall door 
comprising an anodized or matt lacquered aluminium 
perimeter frame with a thickness of 102 mm, combined 
with a honeycomb panel. Designed to accommodate 
multiple decorative finishes on the panel surface, it 
stands as the emblem of a door that becomes an 
element of the interior design, giving personality to and 
enhancing its surroundings.

The varieties of applicable materials are endless and the 
panel is one hundred percent customisable with finishes 
that are between 3 and 6 mm thick, and up to 10 mm in 
the case of Heavy Coatings. It is also possible to cover 
the two sides with different materials and customise 
the colour of the perimeter frame, creating a chromatic 
harmony with the selected surface.
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